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Notes

- SFA Profile: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HOcM2o4N7Ly9eILrd5OQH2dCm6bY83Wb7ZCPgFysNmE/edit#
  - clarify that it is enough to comply with one of the minimum requirements specifications, not all

- Memorized Secrets minimum requirements specification https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Up9Is7FLjik1_xGHDLBsa1LuBzqFWTv4PyYr2oeff13A/edit#
  - describe better that the controls are to mitigate the risks
  - “highly recommended” is difficult text in a normative document.
  - explain “mitigation” and “fully mitigation”
  - can key derivation function be dropped as a requirement?
  - emphasise that the minimum requirements are not a best practice. They are just the minimum. The same applies to recipes

- recipes
  - recipes are sufficient but not necessary for compliance. They are normative statements that you implement and you know you are compliant with the minimum requirements, but there can be also other compliant ways
  - the known password risk could be addressed e.g. by pwdCheckModule
  - It would be useful to collect the mitigation approaches that people have come with. Provide a place in REFEDS wiki? That will require some moderation work, too? Could REFEDS assurance list help?
  - “very strong rate limiting” – what is very strong?

- RAF pilot
  - volunteer IdPs: Chicago university, Aalto university, CSC staff IdP
  - volunteer SPs: ELIXIR research infrastructure, BBMRI research infrastructure, EGI Check-in
  - Mikael will make a doodle poll for the pilot vc
  - goal to finish and deliver results at REFEDS meeting in June

- next call
  - before the next meeting, clean the SFA document family for internal review
  - Mikael to make doodle poll for next call